We use a theory of colax Reedy diagrams to show that the category of Segal Mprecategories with fixed set of objects has a model structure for a symmetric monoidal model category M = (M , ⊗, I). What is relevant here is when M is monoidal for a non-cartesian product. The model structure is of Reedy style and generalizes the Reedy model structure for classical Segal M -precategories when M is monoidal for the cartesian product. The techniques we use also generalize the Reedy model structure for classical Reedy diagrams.
Introduction
This paper is a first step toward the existence of model structure for Segal enriched categories when the base of enrichment M = (M , ⊗, I) is monoidal for a noncartesian product.
The motivating examples are what we should call Segal DG-categories, which are Segal like enriched categories over chain complexes. To define such (weakly) enriched categories one uses the so called colax (or oplax) diagrams. Their definition is a generalization of the notion of up-to-homotopy monoid introduced by Leinster [12] .
Our interest in studying these structures was motivated in part by a project of Toën [18] who imagined a theory of higher linear categories that would be used in his program of higher tannakian duality. Another motivation come from Kock and Toën [9] who outlined that a good homotopy theory of Segal linear categories could bring a conceptual proof of the Deligne conjecture. That direction has been considered by Shoikhet [15] .
Unfortunately we don't have a good homotopy theory of these weakly enriched categories; even in the one-object case which corresponds to Leinster's monoids. By 'good homotopy' we mean a model structure on all colax diagrams (= Segal precategories) such that fibrant objects satisfy the Segal conditions. On top of that, having a nice model structure on Segal precategories doesn't seem to be straightforward. And in this paper we only give a little step ahead with the existence of a model structure of unital Segal precategories when we fix the set of objects.
The major problem comes from the Segal maps e.g C(A, B, C) −→ C(A, B) ⊗ C(B, C), in which the tensor product ⊗ is on the 'wrong side'. And because of this many operations that exists naturally when ⊗ = × are no longer immediate. For example computing limits in the categories of Segal precategories is a bit technical (see Section 5) .
We use a language of locally Reedy 2-category to get most of the results in this paper. And this is not simply a 'general nonsense' approach, because working in these settings covers many situations. For example Leinster's n-algebras considered by Shoikhet [15] are special case of colax diagrams indexed by locally Reedy 2-categories.
Below we outline very briefly the content of the paper and some of the missing tools for having a homotopy theory.
What is done here
We show that if we fixe a set X, then the category PC(X, M ) of unital Segal precategories has a Reedy style model structure (Theorem 7.2). We give this result in a general context of normal colax diagrams indexed by a strict 2-category C which is locally Reedy and direct-divisible (Definition 3.2). The later property gives us a control on diagrams indexed by such 2-categories. In particular it gives as a canonical map from the colax latching space to the colax matching space for a truncated diagram. This map is natural and obvious for classical Reedy 1-diagrams but in the colax situation it's no longer guaranteed for general locally Reedy 2-categories. In addition to that being direct-divisible allows constructing inductively colax diagrams.
What is missing
As X runs through the category Set of sets, we have a canonical fibred category of all unital Segal precategories:
where the fiber of X ∈ Set is of course PC(X, M ). The major question is to determine what kind of reasonable homotopy theory we can put on p. The fibred category p is a fibration in monoidal categories in the sense that each fiber carries a monoidal structure. But it's also a monoidal fibration in the sense of Shulman [16] with the appropriate tensor product (which can be found in [1] ).
The following facts are not known yet.
1. We don't know for the moment if PC(M ) is complete and cocomplete even if each fiber is complete and cocomplete. In fact pushing forward a colax diagram F ∈ Colax(C, M ) along a strict 2-functor γ : C −→ D seems to be complicate and pulling back colax diagrams doesn't preserve necessarily limits.
2. We don't know either if there exists a Segalification functor that takes a colax diagram to another that satisfies the Segal conditions.
3. The absence of the previous functor makes it hard to determine what kind of reasonable weak equivalences we can have on PC(M ).
Preliminaries
Let M be a biclosed 2-category which is locally complete and cocomplete. By colax diagram in M we mean a colax morphism of 2-categories F : C −→ M where C is a strict 2-category. We will denote by Colax(C, M ) the category of colax morphisms and transformations which are icons in the sense of Lack [10] . Similarly a lax diagram in M is a lax morphism indexed by a strict 2-category C; we have a category Lax(C, M ) of lax morphisms and icons. Notation 2.1. We will denote by:
− Colax(C, M ) n the full subcategory ⊂ Colax(C, M ), of normal colax functors. These are colax functors F such that the maps 'F(Id) −→ Id' are identities and all the colaxity maps F(Id ⊗f ) −→ F(Id) ⊗ F(f ) are natural isomorphisms.
− Lax(C, M ) n the subcategory ⊂ Lax(C, M ) of normal lax functors.
Lax to Colax and vice versa
An easy exercise shows that we have an isomorphism of 1-categories:
where the superscript '2-op' represents the 2-opposite construction: we keep the same 1-morphisms and reverse the 2-morphisms. The isomorphism takes a colax morphism given by
Colax Reedy diagrams
A colax Reedy diagram is an object of Colax(C, M ) n , that is a normal colax morphism
where C is a locally Reedy 2-category in the sense of [2, Def 6.1] . From now C will be a locally Reedy 2-category (henceforth lr-category) which is simple in the sense of [2, Def 6.4] .
Here 'simple' means that we have a global linear extension deg for 1-morphisms such that
Note that if C is an lr-category then so is C 2-op ; and if moreover C is simple then so is C 2-op . Given a 2-morphism z in some C(A, B) we introduced the notion of lax-latching category at z ([2, Def 6.1]); and of lax-latching object Latch lax (F, z) for a lax diagram F ([2, Def 6.10]). 1. Define the colax-matching category at z, denoted ∂
• z/C , to be the opposite category of the lax-latching category of C 2-op at z.
2.
Define the colax-matching object of F at z to be the lax-latching object of
3. Define the colax-latching category at z to be the usual latching category at z of the Reedy 1-category C(A, B) at z.
4.
Define the colax-latching object of F at z to be the classical latching object of F AB at z:
We give below examples of morphisms in the colax-matching category. Let z be a 1-morphism of C and (x 1 , x 2 ) be a pair of composable 1-morphisms such that ⊗(x 1 , x 2 ) = z. Let (y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ) be a triple of composable 1-morphisms. Assume furthermore that we have two inverse 2-morphisms u 1 : x 1 −→ y 1 and u 2 :
− the following diagram represents a morphism u : β 1 −→ β 2 in the colax-matching category:
Here "co-composition" represents the opposite (morphism of) composition. 
Some restrictions: direct-divisibility
It's important to notice that in the absence of Fz, there is no reason to have by universal property the previous morphism i z : Latch colax (F, z) −→ Match colax (F, z)! Indeed Latch colax (F, z) depends only on the values of F AB while Match colax (F, z) depends also on the values of F(s) ⊗ F(t) for all s, t with an inverse morphism z −→ s ⊗ t.
In particular if we consider a notion of truncation F ≤m of F and if z is of degree m+1 then unlike the classical case, we cannot produce a map i z : Latch colax (F, z) −→ Match colax (F, z). And this map is needed in the inductive method that provides the factorization axiom in the Reedy model structure (see [8] , [6] , [7] , [13] ).
As we wish to use the same method for classical Reedy diagrams we need to guarantee the existence of that map. This leads us to some restrictions which happens to cover our known cases. The restriction is on the indexing 2-category C. Notation 3.1. Let C be a locally Reedy 2-category which is simple. − We will denote by − → C the 2-subcategory of C consisting of all direct 2-morphisms:
− Similarly we will denote by ← − C the 2-subcategory of C consisting of all inverse 2-morphisms:
1 Actually the cateogory of functor from B to M Definition 3.2. Let C be a simple locally Reedy 2-category. Say that C is direct-divisible if for every triple (A, B, C) of objects of C the composition functor on
is a Grothendieck fibration.
The definition says that for any direct 2-morphism α :
there exists a unique pair (s, t) such that s ⊗ t = z and two unique direct maps
The uniqueness comes from two facts: that in a classical Reedy category the only isomorphisms are identities; and that C is simple.
Examples of such 2-categories include (∆ + , +, 0), B 0−→1 , P D , P X and their respective 1-opposite. Indeed for (∆ + , +, 0), one has that for every monomorphism f : n −→ m and for every p, q such that we have a side-by-side decomposition p + q = m; taking the inverse image of each side gives two monomorphisms f 1 : n 1 −→ p and f 2 : n 2 −→ q such that
Truncation of (colax) diagrams
2-groupement or almost-2-category In [2] we consider a notion of 2-groupement following Bonin [5] . The idea is that when we consider a simple lr-category C with the same objects but only 1-morphisms of degree ≤ m, we no longer have a 2-category but an 'almost 2-category'; in the sense that the composition of f and g is defined only if deg(f )+deg(g) ≤ m (see [2] for details). So morally a 2-groupement is a sort of 2-category where the composition is not automatic but is subjected to a condition.
From now we will denote by C ≤m the 2-groupement (or almost-2-category) given by:
− the same objects as C;
− The composition is partially defined but is associative.
We have a corresponding notion of (co)lax morphisms between 2-groupement and transformations. Furthermore many notions that exist for C restricts naturally to C ≤m .
A truncated colax diagram is a colax morphism G : C ≤m −→ M for some lr-category C and an ordinal m. In particular any colax diagram
One of the advantages of having a direct divisible lr-category C is that we can establish the: Lemma 3.3. Let C be a locally Reedy 2-category which is simple and direct-divisible; and z be a 1-morphism of degree m. Then for any colax diagram F :
Proof of Lemma 3.3
We outline the general idea of the proof leaving the details to the reader.
Since Latch colax (F, z) is a colimit, the map i z will follow by universal property of the colimit if we show that for any direct 2-morphism α :
Recall that Match colax (F, z) is the limit of ⊗(Fx 1 , ..., Fx n ) where the limit is taking over an appropriate category of inverse 2-morphisms β : z −→ ⊗(x i ). It follows that the map
will be induced by universal property of the limit if we show that we have a compatible diagram Fs −→ ⊗(Fx i ) for any inverse 2-morphism β : z −→ ⊗(x i ) in the colax-matching category of z. Below we outline how we get the map Fs −→ ⊗(Fx 1 , ..., Fx n ).
is a 1-morphism of C ≤m−1 . So given α : s −→ z and such β, the composite β
where F is defined; and we get a morphism:
Now using the colaxity maps of F (and the coherence) we have a map:
The composite of the two previous maps gives:
2. If β is the identity i.e ⊗(x 1 , ..., x n ) = z this is where we use the fact that the composition in − → C is a Grothendieck fibration (the direct-divisibility). As α : s −→ z is a direct 2-morphism and since the composition of direct 2-morphisms is a fibration then for any such (x 1 , ..., x n ) we can find a unique n-tuple of direct 2-morphisms α i : s i −→ x i such that:
We define the map Fs −→ ⊗(Fx 1 , ..., Fx n ) to be the composite:
Compatibility It remains to show that these data are compatible, in the sense that if we have β 1 : z −→ ⊗(x 1 , ..., x n ), β 2 : z −→ ⊗(y 1 , ..., y p ) with a map u : β 1 −→ β 2 in the colax-matching category at z (whence n ≤ p); then we must have a commutative diagram:
the commutativity is given by the dual statement of [2, Prop. 6.9] for colax diagrams. That proposition says that any truncated colax diagram F : C ≤m −→ M induces a functor on the colax-matching category at z for every z of degree m + 1.
So we can assume that ⊗(x 1 , ..., x n ) = z. We consider the two cases: when p > n and when p = n.
Case 1: p = n In this case the map u is given by an n-tuple of inverse 2-morphisms i.e u = (u 1 , ..., u n ) with u i : x i −→ y i ; moreover we have that ⊗(u 1 , ..., u n ) = β 2 by definition of the colax-matching category at z. We can assume that u is not the identity (otherwise it's trivial); it follows that β 2 is not the identity because the composition in a simple lr-category is identity reflecting 2 . Since β 2 is not the identity, we have by definition, that the map Fs −→ ⊗(Fy 1 , ..., Fy n ) is the composite:
Now since α = ⊗(α i ) and β 2 = ⊗(u i ) we have:
Using the functoriality of the coherence of F we have a diagram where everything commutes:
That diagram gives us the required compatibility.
Case 2: p > n For this case, an analysis of the colax-matching category at z tells us that the morphism u is given by:
Here y ′ k is a composite of some the y i 's i.e y ′ k = ⊗(y l , .., y l+j ); and the maps u
are inverse maps. The map σ is governed by a map of ∆ + which is surjective. Below we show an example of such a map u for n = 2 and p = 3:
In the above example the map σ is governed by the map σ By the previous case (p = n) we know that the following commutes:
thus our original diagram will be commutative if we show that the following one is also commutative:
So we are reduced to the case where u = σ op is a map that composes some of the x i 's. As mentioned above such a map σ is governed by a map of ∆ + which is surjective (the matching category is a subcategory of the Grothendieck integral of a functor defined over ∆ + ). By a theorem of Mac Lane [14] we know that all surjective maps of ∆ + are generated by the cofaces σ i in the sense that any surjective map σ can be written as a composite of some σ i . From that observation it's not hard to see that any such map σ : (y After these reductions, we simply have to observe that if we have an n-tuple of directs maps (α l : s l −→ y ′ l ) (1≤l≤n) such that α = ⊗(α l ); then if we apply the direct-divisibility condition to the map α i : s i −→ (y i ⊗ y i+1 ) we can find two (unique) direct maps α
On the one hand we have, using the functoriality of the coherences for F, a commutative diagram:
One the other hand the direct-divisibility implies that the (n + 1)-tuple of morphisms
is the one we used to define the map Fs −→ ⊗(Fy 1 , ..., Fy n+1 ). Now if we combine the two diagrams we get the following commutative square:
We get our desired commutative diagram by precomposing with the colaxity map ϕ : Fs −→ ⊗(Fs 1 , ..., Fs n ); this shows that we have a compatible diagram.
Therefore by universal property of the limit we have a unique map i z (s) : Fs −→ Match colax (F, z) that makes everything compatible.
The fact that the map i z (s) is functorial in α : s −→ z is tedious but straightforward. One has to use the fact that the direct-divisibility condition says that we have fibrations between Reedy categories; and since in Reedy categories there are no non-trivial isomorphisms, then the inverse image functor commutes genuinely with the composition. Consequently the cartesian lifting of a composite is the composite of the liftings. We leave the details to the reader.
Summing up our discussion we get our unique map
by universal property of the colimit; and the lemma follows.
Colax diagram and simplicial objects
Warning: ∆ and ∆ + Below we mention two different categories "Delta". We include this short paragraph to warn the reader about the potential confusion. We outline very briefly some known facts about these two "Delta".
− ∆ is the category of finite ordinals n = {0, ..., n}, without the empty set. The morphisms are the nondecreasing functions.
− ∆ + is the category of all finite ordinals n = {0, ..., n − 1}, with the empty set (= 0). The morphisms are also the nondecreasing functions. Let Ω ⊂ ∆ be the subcategory having the same objects as ∆ and whose morphisms are the ones that preserve the extremities. Then we claim that:
Claim. There is an isomorphism of categories between Ω op and ∆ + .
Note. The above claim is known in the literature as an example of "Joyal duality" [?]
We will not give a detailed proof of the claim but we will give the main idea. To show that the claim holds we explicitly construct an isomorphism T :
On the objects, T maps n = {0, ..., n − 1} to n = {0, ..., n}. To see what T does on morphisms we need to go back to Mac Lane's description of the category ∆ + [14, p.172]. The category ∆ + has a monoidal structure given by the the ordinal addition +. Mac Lane showed that the arrows in ∆ + are generated by addition and composition from µ : 2 −→ 1 and η : 0 −→ 1. Therefore in order to define T we simply have to give T (µ) and T (η).
The maps T (µ) and T (η) are, respectively, the opposite of the following maps of Ω:
op : {0, 1} −→ {0, 1, 2}, the unique map that takes 0 to 0 and 1 to 2.
− T (η) op : {0, 1} −→ {0}, the unique constant map.
We leave the reader to check that the functor T we get is an isomorphism.
A result of Leinster: ∆ X and P X
For a set X, Bergner [3, 4] then Lurie [13] considered a category ∆ X that we described as follows (see also [17, Ch. 10 .1]).
1. The objects of ∆ X are sequences (x 0 , ..., x n ) for n ∈ ∆; 2. A morphism φ : (x 0 , ..., x n ) −→ (y 0 , ..., y m ) is a morphism φ : n −→ m of ∆ with the property that:
3. the composition is the obvious one.
It's easy to see that we have a fibred category p : ∆ X −→ ∆; where p(x 0 , ..., x n ) = n and p(φ) = φ. Indeed given a morphism φ : n −→ m of ∆ with (y 0 , ..., y m ) over m we have a cartesian lifting φ : (x 0 , ..., x n ) −→ (y 0 , ..., y m ) if we take x i := y φ(i) , i = 0, ..., n. When X has one element then p : ∆ X −→ ∆ is an isomorphism.
The category ∆ X has been used by Bergner [3, 4] , Lurie [13] and Simpson [17] , to define enriched categories having X as set of objects as presheaves over ∆ X . That idea goes back to Grothendieck-Segal who observed that a small category B can be recovered by its nerve N (B) :
For a set X we've constructed in [1] a strict 2-category P X which classifies lax-morphisms from X to a 2-category M in the sense that we have an isomorphism of 1-categories:
functorial in X. We give a brief description of P X below.
1. The objects of P X are the elements of X; 2. a 1-morphism from x to y is a sequence (x 0 , ..., x n ) with x 0 = x and x n = y ; 3. the composition is the concatenation of chains; 4. the identity of x is the chain (x); 5. the 2-morphisms are parametrized by the morphism of ∆ + . In fact we have a Grothendieck opfibration L xy : P X (x, y) −→ ∆ + for each pair of elements. And these opfibrations organize to form a 2-functor L : P X −→ (∆ + , +, 0). For example we have the following 2-morphisms which somehow generate all the other ones:
In the above diagrams, the one on the left is a 2-morphism (x, y, z) −→ (x, z) which is parametrized by the unique map σ 0 : 2 −→ 1 of ∆ + ; and the one on the right is a 2-morphism (x) −→ (x, x) parametrized by the unique map 0 −→ 1 of ∆ + .
Remark 4.1. One can observe that the objects of ∆ X correspond exactly to the 1-morphisms of P X . The relationship between P X and ∆ X has been outlined by Leinster [11] when X has a single object; we recall that relationship below.
Proposition 4.1 (Leinster). If M = (M , ×, 1) is a monoidal category for the cartesian product, then we have an isomorphism of categories:
The result of Leinster has a general form given by:
be a monoidal category for the cartesian product.
Then we have an isomorphism of categories:
Colax[P X , M ] ∼ = − → Hom(∆ op X , M).
The full subcategory Colax[P X , M ] n of normal colax morphisms, is isomorphic to the category of unital Segal M -precategories PC(X, M ).
For the definition of Segal M -precategories we refer the reader to [17, Definition 10.1.1].
Sketch of the proof of Proposition 4.2
The idea of the proof is the same as the one given by Leinster. We will only show how one constructs (functorially) a diagram ∆ X −→ M out of a colax diagram P X −→ M ; the inverse functor is obtained by reversing the process.
Let F : P X −→ M be a colax diagram. We will denote by ∆ F the diagram we are about to construct. As observed in Remark 4.1, the objects of ∆ X are in one-one correspondence to the 1-morphisms of P X ; so it's clear how to define ∆ F on objects. It remains to define ∆ F on morphisms.
The morphisms of ∆ X are organized in two sets:
− the set of morphisms φ : (x 0 , ..., x n ) −→ (y 0 , ..., y m ) such that x 0 = y 0 and x n = y m i.e, the ones such that p(φ) is a morphism of Ω.
− the set of morphisms φ : (x 0 , ..., x n ) −→ (y 0 , ..., y m ) such that p(φ) is not a morphism of Ω.
We will define separately ∆ F for morphisms over Ω and for the other morphisms.
Definition of ∆ F for morphisms over Ω. Let Ω X be the category obtained by pullback of the fibration p : ∆ X −→ ∆ along the inclusion Ω −→ ∆:
In particular q : Ω X −→ Ω is also a fibred category. Note that the fibred category p : ∆ X −→ ∆ has the property that a map in ∆ whose codomain is in the range of the image of p has exactly a unique lifting. More precisely given φ : n −→ m in ∆ and (y 0 , ..., y m ) over m, then there is exactly a unique map in ∆ X over φ, whose codomain is (y 0 , ..., y m ).
Let x and y be two elements of X. The pair (x, y) represents simultaneously:
− an object (x, y) of ∆ X and − a 1-morphism (x, y) of P X (x, y).
As an object of ∆ X , hence of Ω X , we can form the comma category
consisting of all morphisms of Ω X with codomain (x, y). We have a canonical fibred category Ω X /(x,y) −→ Ω X which, composed with q gives a fibred category:
If we consider the opfibration Ω(x, y) op −→ Ω op then we have:
Claim. In the diagram:
there is an isomorphism J : P X (x, y) −→ Ω(x, y) op that makes everything compatible.
The definition of J on objects is clear since an object in P X (x, y) can be identified with a sequence (x, ..., y) i.e, an object of Ω(x, y). This correspondence is clearly a bijection. The two categories P X (x, y) and Ω(x, y) op share common properties, namely:
− they are both Reedy categories;
− they have a terminal object (x, y) which is the unique object over 1 (resp. 1); − morphisms that are over an identity morphism (in ∆ + or Ω) are identities;
− there are non nontrivial isomorphisms since they are Reedy categories.
It follows that the two opfibrations (or cofibred categories) q and L have the following properties:
− each fiber is a discrete category i.e a set;
− for every morphism φ ∈ ∆ + (resp. Ω op ), and for every fixed object s over the codomain of φ, there is a unique lifting of φ with codomain s; and that lifting is (automatically) cocartesian.
Having these properties at hand, we can now define J(φ) for a morphism
The map φ : n −→ m ∈ ∆ + corresponds to a unique map denoted again φ : n −→ m in Ω op ; and since J((x 0 ..., x n )) is over n there is a unique (cocartesian) lifting:
J((x 0 ..., x n )) −→ s of φ : n −→ m for some object s over m.
Claim. The object s is precisely J((y 0 ..., y m )). And we define J(φ) to be that lifting.
To prove that the claim holds it's enough to assume that φ is over a codegeneracy σ i : n −→ n + 1 or a coface d i : n + 1 −→ n of ∆ + . Indeed, maps overs cofaces and codegeneracies generate (by composition) all other maps in P X (x, y). This observation goes back to Mac Lane [14] . Furthermore, without loss of generality, we can assume that n = 1 or n = 0 since the opfibrations L xy are compatible with the composition in P X and the ordinal addition in ∆ + .
After these reductions we have two cases to consider:
• φ : (x, t, y) −→ (x, y) (over φ : 2 −→ 1)
for which it's clear that s = J(x, y) (resp s = J(x, x)) since it's the unique object over 1 in Ω(x, y) op (resp Ω(x, x) op ). This shows that the previous claim holds so that J(φ) is defined.
The fact that J is a functor and that has an inverse is straightforward; we leave it to the reader.
It's now clear how we define ∆ F (φ) for φ over a morphism of Ω op . One has a decomposition:
which gives:
Hom(P X (x, y), M).
Definition of ∆ F for morphisms not over Ω. Morphisms of ∆ X not over Ω are generated by composition by the non-inner cofaces and the maps over Ω. So we can assume that these maps φ are of one of the following forms:
To define ∆ F (φ) for these two type of maps we use the colaxity maps of F as follows. For φ : (x 0 , ..., x n ) −→ (x 0 , ..., x n , x n+1 ) we get the map
as the composite
Similarly we get ∆ F (φ) : F(y, x 0 , ..., x n ) −→ F(x 0 , ..., x n ) as the composite:
This complete the definition of ∆ F on morphisms. It remains to show that ∆ F is a functor i.e, that it respects the composition and identities. This is tedious but not hard to check and we leave it to the reader. One mainly uses the fact that the colaxity maps are coherent; and that the coherence for F is functorial in the 2-morphisms of P X . The later means that if α : s −→ s ′ and β : t −→ t ′ are composable 2-morphisms in P X then the following commutes:
This completes the proof of Assertion (1). Assertion (2) is left to the reader. Proof. Indeed colimits in the category of colax diagrams are computed level-wise.
We leave the reader to check that 'being a normal colax functor' is stable by colimits, therefore we have: Corollary 5.2. For any 2-category C and any locally cocomplete 2-category M the category Colax(C, M ) n is cocomplete.
For limits however things get complicated because limits are no longer computed levelwise. This is the same thing as colimits in the category Lax(C, M ). In [2] we show that under some conditions on M , the category Lax(C, M ) is cocomplete when M is so. The assumption on M is demanding that for every 1-morphism f , the horizontal composition f ⊗ − commutes with colimits; something we know to be true if M is a biclosed 2-category or a monoidal closed category.
Having that in mind, we might want to use the isomorphism mentioned earlier:
and say that limits in Colax(C, M ) are the same as colimits in Lax(C 2-op , M 2-op ). But the only problem with this is that M 2-op may not satisfy the property 'f ⊗ − commutes with colimits'; because this will be equivalent to ask that f ⊗ − commutes with limits in M ! And that assumption fails to be true in general.
So we cannot use our previous result for Lax(C, M ). We give below a direct approach to compute limits in our specific case of Colax(C, M ) n where C is a locally Reedy 2-category which is simple and direct-divisible.
The key step to compute limits is the following:
Proof of Lemma 5.3
Let X : J −→ Colax(C ≤m+1 , M ) n be a diagram such that the composite
has a limit E. We construct below a diagram E ∈ Colax(C ≤m+1 , M ) n such that τ m E = E and E is the limit of X. To do so, we need to define E(z) for every 1-morphism of degree m + 1 together with the colaxity maps out of E(z). By the results of the previous section we know that:
− We have a canonical map i z : Latch colax (E, z) −→ Match colax (E, z) (this is where we need the direct-divisibility);
− For every i ∈ Ob(J) we have a factorization of the canonical map i z :
− The canonical projection p i : E −→ τ m X i induces a commutative square:
Latch colax (E, z) Latch colax (X i , z)
Note that there is an abuse of notation with the maps p i since they are not really component of p i but are induced by p i .
Introduce X ∞ z = lim J X i z and let π i : X ∞ z −→ X i z be the canonical map. For each i ∈ Ob(J) we have a canonical map Latch colax (E, z) −→ X i z given by the composite:
Latch colax (E, z) −→ Latch colax (X i , z) −→ X i z and it's not hard to see that these maps form a compatible diagram; thus there is a unique map Latch colax (E, z) −→ X ∞ z that makes everything compatible.
Let Q i (z) be the limit-object forming the pullback diagram:
So basically we would write Q i (z) as a fiber product Match colax (E, z)× Match colax (X i ,z) X ∞ z. Here the map X ∞ z −→ Match colax (X i , z) is obviously the composite of π i : X ∞ z −→ X i z and the canonical map X i z −→ Match colax (X i , z).
We leave the reader to check that we have a functor Q(z) : J −→ M that takes i to Q i (z) and we set:
Ez := lim J Q(z).
We have a canonical factorization of i z :
which means in particular that Ez is equipped with a coherent family of colaxity maps .
Proceeding as previously for all z of degree m + 1 we get a colax diagram E : C ≤m+1 −→ M . The reader can check that it satisfies the universal property of the limit. 
Then there is a factorization of α of type
2. Let α : F −→ G be in L m+1 (resp. R m+1 ). If τ m α has the LLP (resp. RLP) with respect to all maps in R m (resp. L m ) then α has the LLP (resp. RLP) with respect to all maps in L m+1 (resp. R m+1 ).
Proof. Left to the reader. is a fibration in M .
The main result here is that:
